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Looking for things to do over spring break? The Spectator















15 WOMEN’S BASKETBALL CLOSES
SENIOR NIGHT WITH A WIN
VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
VOLUNTEERING, CONTACT US AT
EDITOR@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Erika Silva
Staff Writer
SUPERBUGS BECOME WHO’S TOP CONCERN-
The World Health Organization (WHO)
announced on Monday, Feb. 27 that they would
officially name a dozen antibiotic-resistant
“superbugs” as a large threat demanding attention.
The WHO urged researchers to put their efforts
into finding sufficient vaccinations and cures for
the viruses before a possible outbreak occurred.
Three pathogens were named the most dangerous
“critical priority,” which compare to viruses like
Zika and Ebola. The pathogens developed after
overuse of antibiotics in humans and livestock.
All 12 are within the Enterobacteriaceae family,
which includes other familiar diseases such as
E. coli and salmonella. Last week, the European
Food Safety Authority and European Center
for Disease Prevention and Control estimated
that superbugs kill 25,000 Europeans each year,
most of whom are elderly or sick with weak
immune systems.
SESSIONS RECUSES HIMSELF FROM
INVESTIGATION INTO TIES WITH RUSSIA-
Disclosed contact information shows Attorney
General Jeff Sessions held two meetings with the
Russian ambassador, Sergey I. Kislyak, during
the election process. He now faces criticism and
accusations for being a part of Russia’s intrusion
into the Presidential election. On Thursday, after
muchcriticism, Sessions officially recused himself
from all investigations involving Russia and the
election. He said there was nothing suspicious
about his meetings, yet he did not disclose this
contact information to the Senate during his
confirmation hearing. At the time, he was also
advising Trump on national security. Now, many
Democrats are calling for his resignation and a
full-blown investigation into all possible Russian
meddling.
NEWS_
NORTH KOREA ADVANCING MISSILE
DEVELOPMENT-North Korea successfully
launched four ballistic missiles on Monday. The
missiles took off fromTongchang-ri, in northwest
North Korea, and flew about 620 miles before
falling into the sea between North Korea and
Japan. Following the launch, South Korea called
for the United States to begin an advanced missile
defense system. However, the U.S. began sending
larger amounts ofmoney into cyber and electronic
preventative measures for missiles three years
ago. Former President Barack Obama prompted
the program to sabotage North Korean missile
practices. However, in the past eight months the
North has successfully launched three medium
rockets as well.
UBER DISMISSES AMIT SINGHAL AMID
ALLEGATIONS—The head of Uber’s engineering
efforts, Amit Singhal, was dismissed on Monday
due to failure to disclose past sexual harassment
claims. Singhal was forced to leave Google after
a sexual harassment claim that was deemed
“credible” in 2015. At Google, he oversaw search
efforts for 15 years. Singhal joined Uber last
month and has now been asked to resign by
Travis Kalanick, Uber’s chief executive. His
resignation comes after a string of accusations
against Uber by past female employees who
complained about sexual harassment and the
company’s insensitive treatment of the matter.
Singhal’s initial hire was a chance for Uber
to show its ability to attract the technology
industry’s most sought-after executives. However,
many users of the service are now beginning to
use other transportation means due to the past
weeks scandals.
TRUMP ALLEGES OBAMA OF WIRE TAPPING—
On Saturday, March 4, President Donald Trump
posted a string of tweets accusing former
President Obama of tapping his phones while
he was at Trump Tower during the presidential
election. Trump tweeted: “How low has President
Obama gone to tap my phones during the very
sacred election process. This is Nixon/Watergate.
Bad (or sick) guy!” No one in U.S. intelligence or
on Trumps’ cabinet has offered concrete evidence.
A spokesman for Obama said any suggestion that
the former president had ordered surveillance is
false. Many believe this is a ploy by Trump and
his officials to distract the public from the many
allegations and discoveries ofwrongdoing within
the Trump administration.
EGYPT’S FORMER PRESIDENT CLEARED BY
.
APPEALS COURT-On Thursday, an appeals court
cleared Egypt’s former President Hosni Mubarak
of any responsibility for the killing of hundreds
of people during the 2011 protests which ended
Mubarak’s 30-year rule. Today, with the court’s
decision, Mubarak is cleared for release. He has
been under guard for years at the Maadi Military
Hospital in Cairo. Millions of . Egyptians who
risked their lives to oust Mubarak and his circle
during the 18-day uprising stand angrily. Current
prisoners includeactivists, lawyers and journalists
who once challenged him. The ruling also drew
cheers fromMubarak’s supporters, who have tried
for many years to cast off the stigma around their
former leader.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com.
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PRESIDENT SUNDBORG ADDRESSES DIVESTMENT AT SSA EVENT
Josh Merchant
Staff Writer
As environmentalists continue to fight
the Direct Access Pipeline in North
Dakota, the .movement has been
mirrored on campus by Sustainable
Student Action (SSA), a group
demanding that Seattle University
divest from the fossil fuel industry.
University President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. spoke directly to the
studentbody at an event hosted by SSA
on Wednesday, March 1, explaining
why Seattle U has yet to withdraw its
$12 million in indirect investments in
fossil fuels.
“I felt like, if anything, one of the
biggest successes of the event was
that a lot of clarity was gained,” said
senior sociology major and SSA
member Monica Chan. “I feel like
administration and students were
able to get on the same page of
understanding where each group
was at.”
At the event, Fr. Sundborg said
climate change is a priority, but
divestment is not the most effective
way to enact change.
“I believe that divestment by a
university from itsindirectinvestments
in fossil fuels is an important thing
to do and its one measure to take in
order to counteract the climate change
that we’re experiencing,” Fr. Sundborg
said. “I’m not fully convinced that it’s
the most effective measure, or that
it’s a significantly effective measure
compared to a lot of other things
that we could do and should do in
our world in order to attack and to
counteract climate change.”
He added that the university is
exploring ways to divest regardless.
Just last month, the city of Seattle
voted to end its $3 billion relationship
with WellsFargo because ofthe banks’
funding of the Direct Access Pipeline
(DAPL). If Seattle U were to divest
from fossil fuels, it would be the first
Jesuit university in the country to
do so.
The event also featured Matt Remle,
a local leader most known for helping
convince the Seattle City Council to
SSA's Presedential Address on the State ofDivestment. JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
divest from DAPL.
He spoke to convey the unjust
practices that the fossil fuel industry
engages in.
“One question that I ask folks
is, where are your loved ones,
grandparents, great grandparents,
laid to rest?” Remle said, describing
the situation in North Dakota. “Just
think: how would you feel watching
a bulldozer go right over their burial
sites? I imagine that you would be
pretty upset, pretty angry, pretty hurt.
And that’s exactly what they did.”
Chan argued that these are the
practices from which SSA calls on
the university to divest. She said
divestment is a way for the university
to condemn these practices, instead of
showing implicit approval of them.
During a Q&A session at the end
of the event, SSA members Rachel
Levelle and Nicolas Cruz asked Fr.
Sundborg about the divestmentpolicy
and his personal beliefs.
“In the end, the $12 million that
we have invested isn’t what it’s about,”
Levelle said. “It is about being a part
of this larger movement and making
that statement that no, the fossil fuel
industry can’tmove forwardwhen they
don’t have the permits and they can’t
be illegally drilling and transporting
things across the country.”
Fr. Sundborg responded simply, “I
agree with that.”
As for what Seattle U is actively
doing, Fr. Sundborg said its impact
comes from its alumniand how they’ve
been empowered to effect change. In
that way, he argued, education is the
most important thing Seattle U can
do.
Finally, Cruz called on Sundborg to
live up to what Superior General of
the Society ofJesusPedro Arrupe said
in a speech in Valencia, Spain in 1973.
“He talked about what is the role of
Jesuit educationand have we done the
duty of the Jesuit education, and one
MARCH 8, 2017
of the things that he said very clearly
in [his talk] was drawing a profit from
unjust sources,” Cruz said. “How
can we educate someone on how to
support marginalized communities
and invest in those communities’
destruction?...If I go into a position
like yours and I see your example,
what am I actually learning from you
in that sense?... Right now I think
that’s what your students are looking
for, and I’m not seeing that yet, and
I call on you just as Arrupe calls on
others to do that.”
Fr. Sundborg’s response seemed
to indicate more conversation in
the future.
“It’s a good point that you
make,” he said. “We need to be
accountable to that and accountable
to what we profess, so I accept
your challenge.”
Josh may be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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PROJECT POSITIVE BRINGS GOOD VIBES TO CAMPUS
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Every day we see images of beautiful,
flawless people on TV and in
magazines, and wish it were easy to
attain that level of fitness, poise and
aesthetic appeal. It is hard to be “body
positive,” or forgiving and affirming
to your body, in a society that sets
unattainablebody images.
Project Positive strives to disprove
this idea and let students know that
they are enough and beautiful as they
are. Last week was the third annual
Project Positive at Seattle University
Recreation (UREC), a week of support
and positive affirmation.
“I think thatbody image issues need
more attention, and I think that it’s
good that this week is shining some
light on the issue and addressing
the stigmas around body image,”
said sophomore Jaelin McCoy. She
attended Yoga for EveryBODY, one of
the events of the week that created a
safe place of positivity and self-love.
“We have worked very hard to set
this day up, and we really tried to
make it special. It’s our baby,” said
Melissa Holzhauser, one of the yoga
instructors. “We are really happy with
how things have gone, and the event
has grown everyyear.”
Several students who attended the
yoga class on Thursday described it
as a positive experience. Essential oils
and singing oils created a calming
aura in the group fitness studio last
Thursday.
Other events included in Project
Positive week were a kickoff party
on Tuesday and a screening of the
documentary “America the Beautiful”
on Wednesday. The kickoff was in the
first floor of the Student Center and
included dancing and informational
booths. Members of the Health and
Wellness Crew (HAWC), UREC, a
local eating disorder clinic named
Opal Food and Mind, and Rudy the
Redhawk himself, were all present at
the party.
“The goal of the week is to address
the stigma on eating disorders,
dismantle stereotypes on being
6 NEWS
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Project Positive is UniversityRecreation’s annual positive body image campaign that celebrates all body types and empowers
the Seattle U community to leadhealthy lifestyles.
healthy, and open a space for students
to discuss body image issues,” said
Dana Fuqua of HAWC.
The kickoff event served as a way to
promote the week’s events and provide
resources tostudents.It was impossible
to miss the people dancing to upbeat
music with Rudy the Redhawk upon
walking into the Student Center.
Another goal of the week was to
encourage more people to come to
the Fitness Center and not feel like
they have to workout in a certain
way or be fit to be accepted. Sidney
Pinger from UREC said, “We want all
to feel welcomed by UREC. We are
promoting body confidence and want
people to be able to work out and not
feel like they have to have a certain
level offitness to be accepted.”
One of the focuses of the week was
to address eating disorders and their
prevalence in society.
The film “America the Beautiful” is
a documentary that shines a light on
eating disorders and beauty standards
among American women. It delves
into issues such as child modeling,
plastic surgery, advertising, celebrity
worship and malnutrition.
Opening a discussion on eating
disorders is important; as over 10
million people in the United States
have reportedly been affected by some
sort ofeating disorder. It is a topic that
is often pushed under therug because
of the hesitance of many to openly
discuss such a personal matter.
Project Positive encourages people
to think about what they like about
their body instead of what they don’t.
People filled out slips of paper which
read, “I’m beautifulbecause...”
They were then hung on the wall at
the Fitness Center, and the stairway
was lined with notes written with
statements like “I am fierce,” “I’m
alive,” “I am confident,” “I’m me,” “I’m
hilarious,” and “I’m worth it.”
The motto of the week was positive
mind, positive vibes, positive life. This
appeared on stickers and distributed
to students. Seattle U was painted
purple and radiating with good vibes
thanks to Project Positive.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
MURPHYS HIT WITH TWO BURGLARIES IN 24-HOUR PERIOD
Tess Riski
News Editor
Our campus often feels like a bubble
immune to outside dangers, but a
pair of burglaries in the Murphy
Apartments last weekend served as a
reminder that we do, in fact, live inthe
middle of a city and are susceptible to
crime common throughout the rest
of Seattle.
At about 4:45 a.m. on Saturday, Feb.
25, a young man and woman, neither
of whom are affiliated with Seattle
U, cut open the window screen of a
Murphy common room and forced a
window open. The male then entered
the building and attempted to steal
money from a vending machine while
the female kept watch. After about six
minutes, the couple, unsuccessful at
retrieving any property, headed out
toward Broadway.
A little after 1 a.m. the following
night, a man, also unaffiliated with
Seattle U, walked off of James and
strolled down the Campion walkway
toward the Murphy apartments. He
saw a cracked bedroom window, slid
it open and removed a series of items
within arm’s reach. This burglary
occurred in about one minute.
Craig Birklid, Associate Director at
Public Safety, said there is no evidence
suggesting these two incidents are
connected, despite their closeness in
proximity and time.
“For us, burglaries are pretty
unusual, and of the residence hall
facilities, extremely so,” Birklid said.
“But it is a really good reminder about
ground-level, residential security.”
In the case of the first burglary,
Birklid said the couple appeared to
have a sense of the campus and have
probably walked through before. He
added that this is very typical of the
drug-demand thefts occurring in the
neighborhood, in which burglars are
looking for small items to quickly sell
for cash to get drugs.
In the second burglary, which
occurred through a bedroom window,
the window screen was already
missing and the window-stop, which
prevents the window from being slid
Two burglaries occurred on campus in the last week, both of them in the Murphy Apartments. NICK TURNER • THE SPECTA-
open fully, was broken prior to the
incident. The burglar simply slid open
the window and grabbed everything
he could get his hands on.
“It’s almost like he saw that window
open and was like, ‘I’m gonna go for
it,”’ Birklid said.
Ryan Lim, third-year marketing and
finance major, was not home when
the burglary in his room occurred.
He says two watches, a speaker and
a pair of sunglasses were stolen from
his desk
Like many people, Lim leaves his
window cracked so it doesn’t get stuffy
in his room. He didn’t realize his
belongings had been stolen until the
next morning. Whenhe did, he called
Public Safety.
“I didn’t know that I was like the
only one [on campus] that didn’t
have a screen on my window,” Lim
said, adding that, “It was just weird
how a series of unfortunate events
worked out.”
Lim already has a new screen, as
well as a new window block and a
wooden dowel to prevent the window
from sliding open completely. Like
many students, he hadn’t really heard
of burglaries happening on Seattle U’s
campus before.
“I was just so unsuspecting,”
Lim said. “I guess I was a little too
comfortable living on campus.”
In response to the burglaries,
Birklid has asked his staff to increase
patrols for ground-level residences
throughout campus and ensure
window screens and window-stops
are in place.
Housing & Residence Life (HRL)
has been connecting with students to
let them know that window-stopsand
screens are there for a reason, and if
they don’t have them, they should
contact HRL immediately.
Amy Sytsma, Resident Director of
the Murphy Apartments and Chardin
Hall, said these burglaries are a
healthy reminder to be more vigilant
about locking windows and keeping
valuables out of site.
“But I don’t think anybody needs
to be afraid or scared,” Sytsma said,
adding that, because we are a small
school and see the same people often,
it’s easy to forget the risks of living in
March 8,2017
a city.
Birklid agreed, adding that
oftentimes, because our campus crime
rate tends to be rather low, students
forget about therisk of burglaries.“But
it just goes to show, within a very short
amount of time, somebody can take
advantage if they see an opportunity,”
he said.
Sytsma said when deciding what
constitutes so-called “suspicious
behavior,” it’s always important to be
aware of the root of your fear; if it’s
due to a prejudice or if someone is
truly acting in a suspicious manner.
But even if someone makes you feel a
little bit uncomfortable, she says, you
should contact Public Safety and allow
them to make the judgment call.
“If in doubt, call,” Birklid said.
“Our staff are right now tasked with
aggressively responding to those types
of reports, because we don’t want the
sense that we’re a soft target.”
Tess may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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AS FILM INCENTIVE GROWS, SO DOES THE WASHINGTON COMMUNITY
Les Tobias
StaffWriter
As Seattle University film students
surge toward graduation, the local
landscape they are entering is more
conducive than ever to practicing
theircrafts and contributing to alarger
filmculture.
The Washington State Production
Incentive program is up for another
vote in Olympia, and hopes to support
thatmission with statewide legislation.
The legislation proposes to secure
$3.5 million in tax benefits for
qualifying productions who chose
Washington as a location to film, while
also hiring local film workers and
contractors. Each project would be
able to receive hundreds ofthousands
of dollars in direct compensation
for their contribution to our local
film industry.
AmyLillard is the executive director
of Washington Filmworks, the
non-profit which manages the states
incentive program. Through her work,
state tax benefits are distributed to
lureproductions to Washington when
filming their projects. During her
10 years working with the incentive,
she has seen growth in Seattle’s film
presence and its recognition on the
national level.
“In the time that we’ve had the
incentive program, we have been able
to support 118 projects,” Lillard said.
She thinks the incentive has done a
great job of partnering with some
of the more nationally recognized
filmmakers fromthe Seattle area, such
as Lynn Shelton, Megan Griffiths,
Lacey Leavitt and Mel Eslyn.
“Those are all folks who the
incentive has really invested in their
projects early in their careers that have
helped launch them onto a national
scene, so we take great pride in that,”
Lillard said.
While many people think
“opportunities for the state” refer to
Seattle alone, its reach really does
go statewide. This means a wide and
growing industry for film graduates
to enter.
“We had some really intrepid
8 NEWS
filmmakerswho were both working in
and outside of the incentive program,
that were taking advantage of these
incentives and ultimately were able
to attract more incentivized projects
into the state,” said Daniel Thornton,
an adjunct professor in film studies at
Seattle U.
Thornton teaches production classes
and screenwriting, and has been in
Seattle as a filmmaker since 2000. He
has also worked on the East Coast,
which gives him the ability to measure
how Washington’s film incentive
program is stacking up. He believes
companies like North By Northwest,
which work large productions and
benefit from the state’s incentive, are
ultimately good for growth.
“They actually really pushed for the
film incentive, and were able to take
advantage of it as an actual production
company based in Washington State,”
Thornton said. “They were initially
pretty successful getting low budget
features to come and film in the state
under the incentive program, and
were able to make Spokane a small
hub offilmmaking.”
Z Nation, an ongoing comedy series
filming in eastern Washington under
the incentive program, is partnering
with North By Northwest on the
project. It’s an example of facilitating
jobs and future opportunities for
aspiring film grads.
John Trafton, a film studies
professor at Seattle U, thinks Seattle
sits at a unique mid-point between big
city glam and small town isolation.
While it’s not Hollywood, he believes
our region does have the size and
access to place itself uniquely in an
evolving industry.
“Seattle kind of exists somewhere
in between that,” Trafton said. “It’s
a metropolitan city, with a greater
metropolitan area, and comes with all
the resources thataffords.”
Whether film grads are looking
for big glitz or smaller local glam,
the film industry is diversifying,
not converging.
“There have always been a list of
marginal or minor cinemas, even
if you were to go back to the 1930s,
you would find that true,” Trafton
said. “Today, that is certainly more
pronounced. In terms of students
looking to get a foot in the industry, it
has become harder and more difficult,
but in terms of carving your own way,
or exploring other forms of media, or
operating as one’s own independent
voice for cinema, that is still very
robust and exciting.”
All sorts of exciting developments
are also looking to push the industry
forwardand recent grads will soon be
poised to apply all they have learned
from a Seattle U education.
“Not only are there very, very
exciting experiments going on in
filmmaking,” Trafton said, “But also in
film exposition.”
“The traditional world . of film,
the traditional market at this point
in time is not going away anytime
soon,” Trafton said. “It’s still
very much here in the sense of a
professional organization.”
Les may be reached at
ltobias@su-spectator.com
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FIVE MORE YEARS: FR. SUNDBORG RE-APPOINTED AS PRESIDENT
Tess Riski
News Editor
“I’m in an unknown,” a freshly-
appointed President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., said to the Spectator
in May of 1997, four months after
beginning his presidency.
The Board of Trustees announced
the reappointment of Fr. Sundborg,
the 21st president of Seattle U earlier
this year on Wednesday, March
1. He will serve another 5-year
term and remain president at least
through 2022.
During his last 20 years as the leader
of our university, Fr. Steve has elevated
our school to a more academically
rigorous institution. He established
the Seattle U Youth Initiative and
returned our sports teams to the
Stephen Sundborg
APRIL 1989 • THE SPECTATOR
NCAA Division I.
In the 1997 issue of the Spectator,
Sundborg said two of his goals as
president are to build “an excellent
student center” and create a “good
rapport” with students. Looks like he
can check those off the list.
“It’s an enormous job,” he said in
that issue. “You wonder if you are
capable of it. I need to do it and get
into it my own way. The more I do, the
less I worry.”
Fr. Sundborg was officially
appointed as president in January of
1997. At the time of his appointment,
he was on sabbatical in Europe, but
stated that the role of president is “a
good way to spend my energies.”
Prior to his presidency, Fr.
Sundborg taught theology and
ministry and worked as a spirituality
Stephen Sundborg, S.J.,Is spirituality counselor for Campus Ministry. j
He sees himself as a mirrorof theperson he directs.
OCTOBER 1983 • THE SPECTATOR
counselor in campus ministry. He
also served as Jesuit Provincial of
the Oregon Province of the Society
ofJesus.
One of Fr. Sundborg s most notable
accomplishments as president is
that he shaped our university’s
Jesuit identity into the social justice
mission it upholds today. According
to the 1997 edition of the Spectator,
he said he was rather underwhelmed
by the previous missions, which he
compared to tofu due to their lack of
substance. Perhaps today, he would
liken our current mission to a steak.
Tess may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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FatherStephen Sundborg, one oftwo
presidential candidates to pubiically
visitcampus, was appointed as Seattle
University’s 21st president by the
Board of Trustees over the break.






John Eshelman will return to his posi-
tion as University Provost, And, Act-
ing Provost Jerry Viscione will return
to the Albers School of Business as
the dean,
Father Sundborg, who is currently
on sabbatical in Europe, visited the
campus in late November to meet with
Ryan NISHIO / HPOTO o EDITOR
Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ
the community.
At that time, he described the job as
“a good way to spend my energies,"
He also said he likes the idea of work-
ing withstudentsand seeing what they
are doing.
In a statement released shortly after
the appointment, Father Sundborg said
that be was “eager to build upon the
..v..jk.
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10 THINGS WE’D BUY WITH
A BIGGER SPECTATOR
BUDGET
OA heater for the designroom
o A functioning printer
©A covered golf cart forpaper delivery in the rain
©Better office chairs (thatcan actually roll!)
©Better soundproofingfrom KXSU
OA Domino's Pizza budgetfor layout nights
Q A new paint job
©Hardwood floors
©A Spectator pet cat to getrid of rats
CRk Hire someone's mom tobake us cookies
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PHOTO BY CAM PETERS
Ttt OUT StftTTlfS ItST FOOD JOINTS
The Caribbean spot Un Bien is
best known for being owned by the
original chefs of Paseo, boasting an
almost identical menu, with the same
delectable roasted pork sandwiches.
One ofthe best parts about the Ballard
location is its convenient location just
down the road from Golden Garden
beach. So grab a sandwich and head
out to the beach on a sunny spring
day for a great picnic with friends.
And if you’re looking for a great
Japanese spot, search no further than
Tsukushinbo. This tiny restaurant in
the International District has been
a mainstay for years and is always
serving up great sushi and other
Japanese cuisine. They are most well
known for their pork katsu curry,
which comes with enough food for
two. Ifyou haven’t had Japanese curry
before this is the place to try it. My
favorite is the Friday special which
comes with a bowl of Shoyu Ramen
(in my opinion the best in Seattle),
fried gyoza, and a bowl of rice for
just $9.50. Just make sure to make a
reservation as it is always crowded!
-WillyGoldstein
12 FEATURES
EDITR'S PICKS: WHAT TO DO OVER SPRING BREAK IN SEATTLE
Like any quarter, this one had its ups and downs. Personally, the last ten weeks were neither bad nor good, but rather,
somewhere in between. I made new friends and lost old ones, took advantage ofsome opportunities and squandered others,
almost failed one class, dropped out ofanother and discovered a new passion in a third.
In any case, as the stinging wind dies down, the days grow longer and the sun makes its wayback, we can all take a moment to
lookback as the most recent chapter ofour lives comes to a close. And with spring break around the corner —or should I say,
on the other side of a minefield riddled with final exams, presentations and the insufferablegroup project—maybe you could
use some recommendations for how to spend thatbriefintermission before the next chapter begins. And so, the editors here
at the Spectator have gathered afew ideas (plus a random blurb from our dearA&E editor Shelby) thatmight interest you. But
these suggestions are optional, ofcourse. You have the freedomto use the upcomingbreak in many ways: catch up on overdue
work, reconnect with old friends, spend time with family, go to the gym for once, read thebooks you got for Christmas, watch
Netflix in bed for hours on end, the list goes on.. .the world is your oyster. But, no matter what, we hope you find time to relax
with friends and family. We’ll see you next quarter. -NickTurner
DUNCE TO STtFU M HE SHOWBOX
who will be at the Showbox on
March 24? That’s right, it’s one of my
favorite bands, the vivacious and one-
of-a-kindSTRFKR. Do you knowwho
won’t be at the Showbox on March
24? Me, because my broken heart and
I won’t be in Seattle. Let me tell you
why my heart is so broken. STRFKR
has been making unique dance pop
since 2007—always flirtatious, and
sometimes thought-provoking as
well. To giveyou an idea of STRFKR’s
range, my favorite cover of all time is
theirrendition ofCyndi Lauper’s 1983
hit “Girls Just Want to Have Fun”.
Meanwhile, many other songs feature
samplings ofphilosopher Alan Watts,
mixing snippets ofEastern philosophy
into the aggressive electronic
shimmer. Most importantly, it’s all
remarkably danceable. So please,
please, go see STRFKR perform
in Seattle. Do it because you’ll
have a great time listening to great
musicians. Do it because I can’t, and
that makes me sad.
-Sam Schultheis
...
66 ON A FIS CRftWL
If you’ve never crawled to or from a
pub(s) and you are of legal age, this
spring break could be your chance to
change that. St. Patrick’s Day isthe 17th
of March, marking the official end of
the quarter and the start ofyour party.
With numerous pub crawls happening
the night of, parades and celebrations
into the weekend, be sure to wear
green and hone your Irish accent.
Extending into the week, I encourage
you to hit all the good happy hours to
minimize the damage to your wallet.
My suggestions are Dark Bar, open
from 3 to 7 p.m. on weekdays, Ba
Bar (3-6 p.m. and 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.),
and Monsoon (3:30-5:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. to 12 a.m.). Finally, on Saturday
the 25th, be sure to join 1200 (and
counting) of your closest friends as
they hit the bars in Seattle wearing
onesie pajamas, check Facebook and




Out of meal plan money and looking
elsewhere for affordable food? This
year’s Dine Around Seattle takes care
of that, with dozens of restaurants
across the city participating in a
major discount on three-course
meals (ranging from $18-44). More
restaurants are participating in Capitol
Hill than in any other neighborhood,
including Chavez, Herb 8c Bitter,
SkilletDiner and CoastalKitchen. And
for every reservation made through
dinearoimdseattle.org, Rainier Valley
Food Bank receives a donation for the
12,000 people it serves on a monthly
basis. Be a foodie and a charitable




SIGN IP FOli A M
I know. Who runs anymore? It is
widely known and accepted that
good health is derived from from
kale-smoothies, kale-burgers, kale-
bodywash, kale-kale and a positive/
slimming attitude. However, if you
are tired of all the greens and haven’t
sweated in a little while, a nice jog
in the Seattle sun—I can dream—-
should definitely be on your list.
Whether you simply fulfill your tri-
monthly, quarter’s end exercise quota
by putting on athletic clothes and
wandering the streets with a
you sign up for one ofthe 5-10k runs
the weekend of the 25th, get out and
do something! Exercise and simple
physical activity may be exactly what
you need to hit that reset button and
prep for spring quarter. Your mind
might be telling you no, butyour body
is telling you yes.
-Chris Salsbury
SEE VELOCfm NEW DANCE SliOW AT
12TI AVENUE ARTS
“What isit liketobe inyourbody?” The
newest Velocity dance performance
at 12th Avenue Arts puts you in the
shoes of an astronaut, a professional
speed-skater, a paraplegic rower and
a survivor ofa near-death experience.
Interested yet? The show is called
“Before We Flew Like Birds, We Flew
Like Clouds,” and is choreographed
by Seattle-based K.T. Niehoff, co-
founder of Velocity. Live dancing,
music and four Virtual Reality
short films make for an immersive
experience, complete with swiveling
chairs to give the audience the effect
of floating in space. The show debuts
tomorrow, March 9, and will run
until April 1. For those under 25 with
valid ID, admission is just $18. Check
velocitydancecenter.com for times.
- JennaRamsey
MINCH ON R1SSIAN DHMPLINGS AT
MUM TZAK
Have you been searching for the
perfect spot to chew on some Eastern
European bites while gazing at
satirical Cold War propaganda? Well
look no further than the Pel Meni
Dumpling Tzar, located right next to
12th Avenue Arts. The family-owned
Russian restaurant, which has been
on the Hill for about a year, virtually
corners the Russian dumpling market
in Seattle, promising unmatched
flavor explosions during all hours of
the night. Once at the counter, simply
pick your filling: pork or potato, then
choose fromavariety ofsavory flavors,
some traditional and others as quirky
as the surrounding neighborhood. For
thoseof you looking for a late-night-
bite during break, the eatery is open
until 2:30 a.m. every day. You’ll have
a hot bowl of adorable dumplings in
yourTiands, freshly made to order, as
quickly as you can yell “Tzar!”
-Tess Riski
60 D06-WATCHING AT A PAM
Seattleites like to brag that our city
is home to beautiful parks. We brag
about the coastline, the forest, the
hiking, and on and on. And sure,
those things are beautiful, but I judge
parks by just one factor: the dogs. As
such, here are of some of my favorite
parks in Seattle, in orderof how often
I see dogs there.
1. Cal Anderson
2. The Dogpark, or, as those who miss




Of course, this list is far from
exhaustive, and dogs abound across
Seattle. So if you see any dogs at parks
over Spring Break, take a picture!
Then send it to me at sschultheis@su-
spectator.com, with the name of the
park you were at. We might put it in
an online gallery, plus I’ll get to look
at dog pictures. It’s a win-win.
-Sam Schultheis
AN OlDlf IIIT A 600DIE: VlAT (NOT) TO AO
fISiT yOLINTEEH Welcome to your 101 crash course
Unfortunately that darned on wbat not to do during spring
Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow, break. If you would prefer your
meaning weve been condemned week long hiatus to not resemble
to yet another non-spring Spring James Francos money chains and
Break. But as we Seattleites begin gold grill, continue reading. One
our slow climb out of winter, we can iess table dance could mean one
still indulge in springy festivities in Jessbroken ankle. Please remember
the annual attempt to stave off our
even when r of




blue tiger mice runs through your
found that oneof the best remedies for + , . , . . .
c . n . ( , ir , . , vems, believing youre mvmcibleSAD is a trip to Volunteer Park, where ° 1
there is always plenty to do: climb
is no match to the ER biU 111 your
the historic water tower for some mailbox. Avoid being purposefully
gorgeous city views, take refuge in wreckless. Trust me, I understand
the delightfully humid Conservatory, the appeal ofclimbing construction
wander through the beautiful cranes at midnight, or jumping on
View Cemetery, or simply bus with to find the
adorable dogs rolling about on the greener side of life. Just know that
grass. (Sorry, the SAAM has been jn or(Jer to tell a story, you have to
closed for renovations, so that’s offthe be alivg for it Most importantly
Ust.) VolunteerPark is nearby, relaxing . XT!
. , r
’ & though, regret nothing. Happy
and, most importantly, free, except . , , , „
for the Conservatory which costs
break yall.
$4 for a day pass. -Shelby Barnes
-Tess Riski
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ON CAMPUS PANEL OFFERS HARSH LOOK INTO WOMEN’S PRISONS
Anna Kaplan
StaffWriter
Liz Hernandez, a panelist at the
Womens Prisons, Arts & Queerness
panel on Sunday, said her two children
grew up without a mother for over
five years when she was arrested and
incarcerated at age 18.
Her story is a lot more common
than one would expect. According
to the Bureau of Justice Statistics,
about 1.4 million women were
under supervision of the United
States criminal justice system in
2014, whether in prison or jail, or on
probation or parole.
Hernandez spoke as a panelist at the
Women’s Prisons, Art & Queerness
panel hosted in Wyckoff Auditorium
on Sunday.
Statistics from the Sentencing
Project show that 30 percent ofwomen
prisoners are African American,
and 16 percent are Latinas. The
statistics also add that black women
are incarcerated at 4 times the rate of
white women.
“It’s not uncommon to be black or
brown, and to be labeled terror or
a problem,” Hernandez said during
Sunday’s panel.
The panel was a part of the “Boys
on the Inside” project, an in-progress
documentary that explores life
inside women’s prisons. Director
and Producer Elliat Graney-Sanucke
hopes to show a larger perspective on
how LGBTQ+ Communities operate
inside prisons, both through the film
and panel discussions.
In addition to Hernandez, one of
the panelists Sunday was Sebastian
Raine, a transgender man and lead
protagonist ofthe “Boys on the Inside”
project. Raine spent about 99 months
in jail, amounting to over eight years.
“Honestly, I thought cars would be
able to fly by the time I got home,”
Raine said during the panel.
The panel included another
woman, Shontina Vernon, an artist
who is known for her genre-bending
storytelling style. She credits arts
education for saving her from her
criminal past.
Rounding out the panel was Merf
Ehrman, an attorney at the Institutions
Project, who specializes in removing
barriers to housing and employment
for people with criminal records so
that they can successfully re-enter
society.
The panel discussed many
misconceptions with the prison
system. It centered around daily life is
inside a jail or prison, and how people’s
identities factor into their treatment
by guards and other inmates.
Raine began speaking about the
inmate stereotype of sitting around all
day doing nothing. He clarified that in
his case, he would work over 15 hour
days for a measly 42 cents an hour.
And to be able to work, Raine had
to pass a test to become a certified
firefighter.
“I had to carry 45 pounds of dead
weight on my back for three miles,”
Raine said. “The catch was that we
had to complete the task in under 45
minutes.”
Hernandez then jumped in and
added that they couldn’t just save their
money. Going to the doctorcost $3 in
prison, and things like cable and going
to the barber cost even more.
Haircuts became a hot topic as the
conversation moved to how women
in prison interact. The panelists
described that women who appear
more feminine would be considered
“girls,” while women who would
shave their heads or appear more
stereotypically masculine would be
considered “boys.”
Each has their advantages and
disadvantages. Boys would get more
than the girls, while receiving worse
treatment from the guards.
During a clip from the “Boys on the
Inside” trailer, Raine said, “I told the
officers I was gay and I didn’t really
care. But that’s like a big no-no inside
of there; you can’t be anything but
what they want you to be.”
Ehrman and Vernon ended the
panel by discussing why they think
mass incarceration and mistreatment
inside prisons are still happening,
despite the hoards of documentation.
“The truth is, we are not interested
in solving this as a problem,” Vernon
said. “Wearen’t interestedinsolutions.”
Vernon and Ehrman both agreed
that the work inmates complete at
such a low cost is too valuable to both
the private prison system and the
nation’s economy.
Graney-Saucke added that Sunday’s
panel was an extension of what is
discussed in her upcoming project,
now nearing release, and that she
hopes to hold more in the future so
the public can learn about what goes
on inside.
“Boys on the Inside” is set to
premiere in 2018, either as a feature-
MARCH 7, 2017
length documentary or as a multi-
episode web series.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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SU STUDENTS HOST FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR “BAREFOOT COLLEGE”
Michelle Newblom
VolunteerWriter
To most people, education, read-
ing and writing all go hand in hand.
Barefoot College, a nonprofit college
that helps women in India build so-
lar panels for their community, defies
this notion.
On March 2, Optimism Brewery
was filled with people ready to help
support Barefoot College and those
from Seatde Universitypioneering the
event. It involved a guest speaker, an
art exhibit, two musical performances
by Griffin Leemon and Fluencie,
raffles and silent auctions. Raeanna
Pittman and Caitlin Mitchell, two
freshmenat Seattle U, orchestratedthe
event to raise money so that theycould
go to India and actively help with
it themselves.
“It’s called a college for the poor and
it’s all about women and sustainability.
As an engineering student, you don’t
see that too often. We have an obliga-
tion to use sustainable building mate-
rials and build sustainability,” Pittman
said. “Women are also a minority in
that field, so it’s cool to see a school
that’s put both of those together in a
country that doesn’t support women’s
knowledge and learning anyway.”
The night began with a speech from
Kim Corrigan, who worked in In-
dia back in 2009 for a week in K-12
education and solving global issues.
She advocates and shares information
concerning Barefoot College even
though she has not formed a formal
connection with them yet.
“For that whole week, I basically
thought that literacy and learning
writing and knowing how to read
were the first steps to being educated,”
Corrigan said. “And then I ended up
going to the Barefoot College and it
ended up turning it on itshead.”
The people at Barefoot College have
no common language and do not
know how to read or write. However,
they have already started providing
electricity to the part of the commu-
nity with their solar panels.
According to Corrigan, there are a
lot of ways we can be educated; it has
16 ARTS s ENTERTAINMENT
to do with caring about the commu-
nity, using our skills for the common
good and acknowledging and re-
specting the wisdom ofeldersand of
the poor. Instead oflooking at things
from a point of scarcity, they look at
things froma point of abundance.
This is not Mitchell’s first time
performingserviceworkandtraveling
abroad. In her junior year of high
school, she traveled to Guatemala
with an organization called Avivara
to help support education systems in
Guatemalan cities.
“The overall goal was to raise mon-
ey to send to Barefoot College. We
wanted to spread awareness about
this cause, because we believe in the
change that the college is making.
We also are in the process of creat-
ing a partnership between Seattle
University and Barefoot College,”
Mitchell said. “Our next step is to
have Bunker Roy, the president from
Barefoot College, come speak at Se-
attle University to explain the col-
lege, why he decided to found it, and
Seattle U studentsperform at Optimism Brewery.
the incredible effect it has had on the
community’’
Pittman had heard about Barefoot
College a couple years ago, but was
unsure how to get involved until she
came to Seattle U and spoke with
some professors on campus.
“We would be their first college that
they’ve ever partnered with,” Pitman
said. “They just started their nonprof-
it here in the U.S. They mostly work
with companies and not colleges, so it
would be really great to have that sup-
port behind them.”
Mitchell and Pittman were ex-
tremely happy about their event and
thought it went incredibly well. The
venue loved it and are excited to put
it on again in the coming years. They
plan to send students to India around
spring of 2018, as well as make this
event a recurring thing.
“After we take a weekend to breathe,
relax and celebrate the fact that the
two of us were able to successfully
plan this event, we are moving
forwardwith our proposal to Barefoot
College and Seattle Universityabout a
partnership,” Mitchell said. “We hope
to send students to India as early as
next spring, and of course we will
begin planning the event for next
year! It is our hope that this event will
continue even after our four years at
Seattle U are over.”
Their goal for the future is to allow
students, both in the engineering pro-
gram and beyond, to travel to India
to help build projects with the money
they raise.
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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DONG THAP NOODLES: A PHO-NOMENAL BOWL OF FOOD
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
For those looking to find sweet
refuge from the stormy week in a
cozy noodle shop, look no further!
Bring a group of friends in to
Dong Thap noodles for some pho-
nomenal food, huge servings and
fairly reasonable prices.
You may have seen Dong Thap
Noodles as the topic for a popular
Buzzfeed Food video shared on
Facebook. This is because they
boast the largest bowl of pho in the
world—and the restaurant is located
in our lovely Emerald City.
The local Seattle Vietnamese
restaurant doesn’t look extraordinary
at first glance. The storefront blends
into the surrounding area and the
inside is quite generic, with plastic
chairs and white tables. Something
may catch your eye as you near the
front, though, and that’s a gigantic
white noodle bowl that sits at the
counter. This bowl is set out as an
example ofthe business’ “Superbowl
Challenge”, which involves eating
the “world’s largest bowl of pho” for
45 dollars.
According to Buzzfeed Food, the
rice noodles are made from scratch,
a process that is rarely done in the
United States and takes four days to
accomplish. The classic “Superbowl”
is made with the house special,
which consists of pork brisket,
steak and meatballs. The popular
food channel also reported that the
bowl will have three pounds of meat
and noodles and three liters of beef
broth are used for a single bowl.
Because the process takes so long
to make just a single, massive bowl,
the restaurant requires customers
to make an appointment that allows
them adequate time to prepare
the meal.
I was shocked when, during my
meal, giant bowl after giant bowl
kept coming out to expectant
customers. More than half the
tables in the packed restaurant
were ordering the “superbowl.”
This isn’t just a challenge where
customers try to finish it once as
something to accomplish; it looked
like many groups shared the bowl as
a convenience. If you were thinking
about trying this giant bowl, I would
highly recommend bringing a few
others to help the cause.
If you’re not ready to commit to a
bowl as big as your entire torso, aim
for one the size of your face instead!
This is the first noodle shop I have
encountered that allows you to pick
the size of your pho. The restaurant
offers small ($7.50), medium ($9),
large ($10.50), and extra large
($13.50). The medium is the size of
your average pho serving: I opted for
a large and ended up taking a lot of
it home.
The store has a variety ofdelicious
options to choose from, like udon
noodle soup, rice noodle soup,
special rice dishes, vermicelli
noodles and more. The pho options
include traditional flavors, and the
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A hot bowl ofsmall Pho Tai Nam with Sriracha sauce drizzled on top.
house special consists of steak flank,
brisket, tripe, tendon and meatball.
The appetizers are a delicious
option for people who have zero
ability to wait until the main course
to eat (like me). The menu offers
either egg rolls or spring rolls, for
$4.50 and $5.50.1 chose the egg rolls,
and they were some of the best I’ve
ever had. I feel like egg rolls aren’t
a food with a ton of variety, and I
was shocked by how perfectly crispy
and flavorful these chunks of heaven
were. I seriously ate these in less
than two minutes, which was plenty
of time for my pho to arrive—the
service was exceptionally quick!
The pho was noticeably fresh, I
could definitely tell that the noodles
were made from scratch and all the
veggies were crunchy. I ordered
the chicken pho, and the broth was
perfect after adding some hoisin and
Sriracha Sauce. I genuinely think that
whatever type ofpho you orderhere
will be top notch; this place really
knows what it’s doing. This noodle




Dong Thap Noodles is located
walking distance from campus, at
303 12th avenue. The shop is closed
on Tuesdays but is otherwise open
Wednesday through Monday from
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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SEAC HELPS STUDENTS GET TO COMIC CON FOR FREE
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
Every March, there comes a
time where the downtown area has
heavier traffic than usual. Zombies,
superheroes and all manner of other
charactersbecome a common sight on
the streets. The occasion is, of course,
Emerald City Comic Con, which
is celebrating its 15th consecutive
year as one of Seattle’s biggest pop
culture celebrations.
Over 80,000 people flocked to the
Washington State Convention Center
to be a part of the four-day event
and thanks to SEAC, some of those
attendants were Seattle University
students. SEAC’s city programmers
were able to reserve 50 passes for
Friday, March 3 which they raffled
off to those that expressed interest in
the ECCC.
“I myself love Comic Con and
everything and everyone there, so I
thought itwouldbe a greatopportunity
to bring it to the Seattle University
community,” said Kasi Gaarenstroom,
a junior environmental science major
and the city programmer responsible
for leading the event.
With the large demand that
Emerald City Comic Con and similar
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events elicit, passes are often subject
to speculation and scalping, which
severely limits the average persons
ability to gain admission. SEAC’s
reservation of theses passes allowed
a number of students that otherwise
would tiot have been able to go
the opportunity to be a part of the
experience.
“I knowI didn’t havethe opportunity
to go for the past few years cause
it’s too expensive. So to provide the
opportunity to those who couldn’t go
because ofthe financial barrier, and to
provide it for free, was really exciting
for me,” Gaarenstroom said.
Though comic conventions across
the country are all mostly comparable
to each other, there are very few
things that are comparable to a comic
convention. For someone that has
never gone, it is an experience that is
surprisingly similar to a big sporting
event, despite how opposed the two
may seem. They both take place in a
big venue, are often hard to get into
and try to sell you overpriced food
and merchandise. People come to
both types of events dressed up as
their favorite characters, whether
that’s James Harden from the Houston
Rockets or James from Pokemon’s
Team Rocket and will have lively
discussions on how this season was
better than that other season. In short,
it is a place where people enthusiastic
about a specific thing are packed very
tightly with thousands of other people
that share that interest,combined with
celebrities everyone is dying to see.
Humor aide, one of the reasons that
people are so drawn to events like
Comic Con, aside from buying rare
or convention-exclusive collectibles,
is the opportunity to meet the people
behind your favorite pieces of media.
Whether it’s the actor that played
your favorite character, or the writers
and artists that put them on the page,
conventions house a lot of talented
people in a more accessible setting
than one would think. Emerald
City Comic Con had the sixth floor
sectioned off into “Artist Alley”, where
both small indie illustrators and
longtime comic artists held booths
open for commission sketches and
conversations with passing fans.
“My favorite part about ECCC is
getting to meet the artists and minds
behind some of my favorite comics
and shows,” said Joseph Delos Reyes,
a senior humanities for leadership
major. “Being able to hang out and
just chat about people who have
had a profound impact on my life is
incredibly surreal but also so natural
because I feel like they know me.”
Emerald City Comic Con is part of
a much larger network of conventions
across the country, the most famous
of which is San Diego Comic Con.
As a result, some of the students that
attended ECCC had gone to the Comic
Con of their hometown and were able
to make comparisons between their
past and present experience.
“I’ve been to San Diego Comic Con
many times and while ECCC wasn’t
quite as grand, it was just as fun,” said
Nyall Padre, a first-year humanities
for teaching major. “Great artists,
great costumes, great people and a
great convention.”
WhetherSEAC will repeat this event
for next year will depend on the future
city programmers,but what is already
clear is that the convention was a big
success for those that were able to go.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
NBA 2/3 SEASON AWARDS
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
MVP: Lebron James - There are so
many ways this one could go. You’ve
got Russell Westbrook averaging a
triple-double right now; James Harden
right on his tail leading the Rockets
in a resurgence after a poor 2016
campaign; Isaiah Thomas putting this
Celtics on his back, all 5’9” of him;
and Kawhi Leonard having a brilliant
year as the Spurs haven’t missed a beat
with the retirement of Tim Duncan.
But the king reigns supreme. LeBron
James could have won MVP for the
past three years, since his last win, but
people take him for granted. The guy
has been in the NBA Finals six straight
years! And he still is the driving force
of his team. The Cavaliers are 0-5 this
season when James doesn’t play, and
4-19 since he rejoined the Cavs in
the 2014-15 season. He is averaging
a career high in assists in his 13th
season. He is the most valuable player
tohis team in the league.
Defensive Player of the Year:
Kawhi Leonard - There is a part of me
that wants to give it to someone else
as Leonard has taken home the award
the past two years, but nobody stands
out ahead of him. Draymond Green
anchors the Warriors defense, but
Kevin Durant has actually had a better
defensive rating. Rudy Gobert is a
force to be reckoned with in the paint,
but are the Jazz high profile enough
for him to take home the award. No
is the short answer. Leonard has one
of the highest defensive ratings in the
league and is the best one-on-one
defender, able to wrap his assignment
in a blanket. He also can come up
with clutch defensive plays, as shown
with his game winningblock of James
Harden against the Rockets.
Rookie of the Year: Joel Embiid -
Well this is weird. Embiid has played
31 games this season, and that’s all he
will play as he is out with a knee injury
the rest of the season. No rookie has
SPORTS
won the award playing less than 55
games. But when Embiid played he
looked close to All-NBA level with
averages of 20 points, 7 rebounds, 3
assists, 3 blocks and a steal per game
in just 25 minutes. That is amazing.
No other rookie is even close except
for teammate Dario Saric, who has
come on of late with Embiid going
down and leaving a hole to be filled,
but Embiid was electric on the court. I
don’t care how many games he played,
it was a big enough sample size to
show that the 76’ershave a future star
if he can stay healthy.
Sixth Man of the Year: Lou
Williams-Williams is in the awkward
situation of supplanting his new
teammate for an award that he may
have won. But, it appears Williams
mayhave the edge over new teammate
Eric Gordon. Williams was averaging
a career high coming off of the bench
VIA GETTY IMAGES - JONATHAN BACHMAN
LeBron James is leading the Cavaliers who are the currently the top seed in the East.
for the Lakers before being traded to
the Rockets, where he has been just
as potent. This award will go to either
Williams or Gordon once the season
is up, but Williams gets it for now
unless his numbers drop off playing in
tandemwith Gordon.
Most Improved Player: Giannis
Antetokounmpo - Giannis may
have won this last year if not for CJ
McCollum’s strides, but even so, he
has made further steps this year.
Giannis currently leads his team in
points, rebounds, assists, blocks, steals
and field goal percentage—something
that no player has ever accomplished.
He is known as the Greek Freak for
a reason. He has abilities to do what
many otherscan’t with his athleticism.
He is the cornerstone of the Bucks
franchise that should be on the rise in
years to come.
Coach of the Year: Scott Brooks
- In reality, Scott Brooks won’t win
this award unless the Wizards make
a run for the 1 seed in the East. This
race is wiiiiide open. It could be one of
any Steve Kerr, Greg Popovich, Quin
Snyder, Mike Dantoni, David Fizdale
or Brad Stevens. All of these guys have
done a lot of good with their teams,
but Brooks has done the most with the
least. The Wizards sit at the No. 3 seed
in the East currently on the strength
of their starting lineup. Brooks has a
fast point guard in John Wall like he
did with Westbrook on the Thunder,
but Wall plays a different style. He
is quicker and more willing to pass.
Brooks has made the Wizardsrelevant
and they are ready to make a push for
the title.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com.
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BASEBALL SPLITS SERIES AT HOME
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Seattle University’s baseball team split
a four game series at Bannerwood
Park this past weekend against
Sacred Heart.
The Redhawks (4-7) were able to
take two ofthe last three games of the
series from the Pioneers (5-6) after
dropping game one.
It has not been the start to the season
that the team expected after winning
the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) last year and being given
many preseason accolades. Their four
home losses already match the total
from all of last season.
It came to a head after a 12-5 loss
in the second game of a doubleheader
on Saturday, in which the team gave
up its third grand slam of the season.
Head CoachDonny Harrelwas clearly
disappointed in his team’s effort,




Less than a week after their away
game against Cal St. Northridge, the
softball team once again left home
to participate in the Malihini Kipa
Aloha Tournament in Honolulu,
Hawaii. This five-round competition
took place over the course of three
days - and featured opponents such
as Charleston Southern University,
University of Toledo and of course,
the University of Hawaii.
The Redhawks first game against
Hawaii ended in a 4-3 victory, starting
the tournament off on a win. Seattle
University was able to overcome an
early 2-run lead established by the
Rainbow Wahine in the first inning by
making four runs of their own in the
third. Hawaii came close to catching
up, but Seattle U was able to keep its
momentum until the end of the game.
Against Charleston Southern the
next day, it was the Redhawks that
began strong, with two runs at the
20 Sports
HEATED TOURNAMENT IN HONOLULU
“Our pitching isn’t where it needed
to be. Were not playing up to
our standards,” Harrel said. “It’s
disappointing based on the work
we’ve put in.”
Before the season began Harrel
stated that the team’s pitching would
be their strong point, but it is now
evident that may not be the case.
Reigning WAC Pitcher of the Year,
junior Nick Meservey, hasn’t been
strong tostart the season and the team
is missing Tarik Skubal who is still out
with an injury.
After the big loss the team held
a meeting to talk about their
attitudes and how they can turn
their season around before it gets
out of hand. It looks like it helped
as they closed out the series with a
6-4 comeback victory.
“We looked like a different ball
club today,” Harrel said. “We met
this morning and opened it up for the
team totalk. Our dugout was fantastic
start of the first inning against the
Buccaneers. Charleston Southern
matched these numbers when it
was their turn at bat, closing the
first inning on a 2-2 score. This tie
continued up until the fourth inning,
in which Charleston Southern made a
run Seattle U would later match near
the end of the game. The Redhawks
were defeated in the last inning after
having been neck-and-neck with the
Buccaneers for most of the game.
Later that day, Seattle U went up
against Toledo, which used its strong
pitching and steady scoring over the
first three innings to establish an
early lead. Our team began to contest
it in the sixth inning with a run, but
unfortunately ended there in what
would be another narrow loss for the
Redhawks.
“The little things caught up to us
today,” said Head Coach Geoff Hirai.
“We still have a great opportunity in
front of us tomorrow.” On Sunday,
Seattle U came back with another
decisive win against the University of
PHOTO VIA RICK MAY
Aaron Stroosma swings at a ball in the zone.
today, it was definitely a team feeling.
We are moving in theright direction.”
Freshman Alden Huschle made
his first start of the season for the
Redhawks, giving up two runs in 3.2
innings, but it was reliever Connor
Moore who kept the team in the game.
Moore pitched 5.1 shutout innings to
earn the win and allow Seattle U to
climb back in the game.
Hawaii, placing our team in the finals
Hawaii scored the first run of the
game, but the Redhawks responded
with two run of their own in the
second inning. The two teams were
evenly matched until the sixth inning,
where the Redhawks scored twice
more and created a point gap that
would prove too much to overcome.
The tournament finals were a
rematch against Toledo, who once
again leveraged a powerful start. What
began as a one-point advantage for the
“Moore is our player of the day,
no questions,” said Harrel. “He kept
us in the ball game so we could find
a crack to score. He deserved the
opportunity to give us a chance to
win the ballgame.”
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Rockets became six by the end of the
third inning, a pace our own team
could not keep up with.
“In the championship game,we were
a little amped up and we’ll learn from
this experience,” Coach Hirai said.
After itsaway games, Seattle U softball
will be back home to play Penn State
on Wednesday, March 8 at 4 p.m.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL HIGHLIGHT SENIOR NIGHT WITH A WIN
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
Seattle University (13-16, 10-4 WAC)
defeated Utah Valley (8-21, 3-11
WAC), 65-55 on senior night at the
Connolly Center.
From the start of the game, the
teams proved it would be hard to
predict who would take the win.
Both teams fought to stay on top,
often stomping on each other’s prior
advancement. The first quarter ended
with the score tied, 12-12.
“The game was a little tougher than
we wanted it to be. It’s hard to close
out two tough and close games like
that,” said senior wing Kaylee Best.
“We’ve been in that situation the last
two weeks in a row, so this time we
were able to push the lead in the end.
It was a team effort for sure.”
For the past two games Seattle U
women’s basketball team have been
just a few points away from taking
the win. On March 4, New Mexico
State, the number one team in the
WAC standings, won by three points.
MEN’S BASKETBALL END REGULAR SEASON WITH A LOSS
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
Seattle University men’s basketball
lost against Utah Valley University on
Saturday, March 4 in Orem, Utah, their
final Western Athletic Conference
regular-season game, 61-54. With
this loss included, the Redhawks
stand at 13-16 overall and 5-9 in
the WAC standings.
“They beat us up inside. We didn’t
fight them hard enough in that first
half,” said Cameron Dollar, Seattle
Universitymen’s basketball team. “We
got into the bonus late in the second
half, but we should’ve been in the
bonus in the first half and that’s not
on the refs, that’s on us. I thought they
were tougher than us in that first half.”
In the first half of the game Utah
Valley leadby seven points.
Both teams had something to lose.
This counted as the end to Seattle
UT Rio Grande Valley took the win
from Seattle U by a single point
on Feb. 23.
Making eight field goals,
Montgomerywas leading scorer ofthe
game. Montgomery also completed
five free throws and three steals. Best
contributed to the victory with five
field goals, a 3-pointer and four free
throws. Senior post Wilma Afunugo
also managed to score three field
goals for the Redhawks.
These points accumulated weren’t
easy to come by for Seattle U.
The Wolverines also had student-
athletes that refused to end the game
without giving the Redhawks a run
for their money.
“Utah Valley plays really, really
hard. Theyplay aggressive. Theynever
give up,” said Suzy Barcomb, Seattle
University women’s basketball coach.
“They exploited some ofthe things we
didn’t do very well.”
Afunugo received four personal
fouls in the game. Not letting these
fouls ruin the Redhawks momentum
in the game, the team game back
University’s regular-season and for the
Wolverines, this was theirsenior night.
Losing meant that Seattle University
would lower its overall seasonal game
statistic and for UVU losing meant
the seniors had to walk off their home
court with a loss to complete their
college basketball experience.
Morgan Means, freshman guard
for the Redhawks, seemed to be the
highlight of the night, contributing to
the team a total of six field goals and
four 3-pointers. William Powell, senior
forward for the Redhawks, didn’t stay
behind. Powell helped the team with a
total of four field goals. Finishing with
five assists senior forward Emmanuel
Chibuogwu helped the Redhawks
fight for the win.
“I thought we played too slow,
especially inthe first half. I asked them
at .halftime, ‘who told you to walk it
out?’ 1 didn’t tell you to walk it out,”’
said Price. “Especially in the grind it
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Teammatescongratulate each otherafter a win.
stronger in the fourth quarter.
After the game, the student-athletes
reflected on their time playing for
the Redhawks, adding on to the
significance of this game.
“I’ve had a lot of good memories
here with the old coaching staff
[and] the new coaching staff and its
just really special to have all these
people in Seattle coming to support
since I was in high school,” said Best,
out when you get beat up a little bit.
We got some guys that can shoot it so
I want to push it a little more and get
inside. Means did that in the second
half, but we could’ve done that in the
first half.”
Utah Valley lost against Seattle
University in their first WAC game
of the season, on Saturday, Feb. 4, at
KeyArena, 63-50. A game in which
Powell completed six field goals, and
Brendan Westendorf, senior guard
for the Redhawks, complete four field
goals, two 3-pointers and five assists.
Compared to thatgame, UVU’s senior
guard Jordan Poydras, brought more
grit into the game. He scored two
more field goals, two more 3-pointers
and two more three throws.
“At this stage in the game, we
should be smarter and not miss cues
where we have an opportunity to get
to the file line and we didn’t do that,”
said Dollar. “But we’re going to be
March 8,2017
who walked across the court one last
time with her parents and sister who
surprised her from California. “I’m
going to miss playing here a lot.”
The Redhawks face Chicago State
University (0-28, 0-14 WAC) on
Wednesday, March 8 at 4:30 p.m. in
Las Vegas in the quarterfinals.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
ready to do that.”
Both teams will face each other in
game one in the 2017 WAC Men’s
Basketball Tournament in Orleans
Arena in Las Vegas on Thursday,
March 9, at 2 p.m. to compete
in the quarterfinal.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
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JUST LIKE NASCAR, DEMOCRATS NEED TO TURN LEFT
In the past eight years, the Democratic party has managed to lose over a thousand elected positions, including the White House. There are many factors
that contribute to these losses, but it is clear that the current campaign strategies are not working.People are leaving the party in droves; many on the left are
disillusionedby the way party leadershave conducted themselves, especially formerDNC chairs. Debbie Wasserman Schultz resigned fromthe post in disgrace
when it was revealed that she, and other democratic staffers had been working to diminish the threat posed by Sanders during the 2016 Democratic primary.
Wasserman-Schultz’ssuccessor, interim chair Donna Brazile, did not fare much better. Brazile chose not to run after her interim term expired, most likely due
to therevelation that she had sent debate questions to Hillary Clinton before a town hall debate during the primaries.
Hillary Clinton and her primary opponent Bernie Sanders had differentvisions for the Democratic party. This division created a fault line amongst the party
faithfuls, and further evidence of a divided party emerged last month during the first contested DNC chair race since 1985, which was between Keith Ellison
and Tom Perez. Tom Perez’s election to chairman ofthe DNC signals a continuation ofthese failed strategies and policies, which embrace corporate funding and
interests at the cost of the support ofthe progressive left.Much like the primary before it, this election was a battle between the Democratic establishment and the
Progressive left.
Ellison was one of the first to announce his candidacy for DNC chair, formally entering the race on November 15th. Shortly thereafter, he gained support from
Sanders, Warren, Schumer, and many other partyleaders. With early momentum, Ellison emerged as the frontrunner.However, the Obama administration tapped
Perez a month later, and he entered the race. Why would a candidate with nearly the same ideas as the leading candidate enter the race so late? Perez was chosen
to prevent Ellison fromwinning, and he succeeded in doing so on February 25th.
The fact that the Democratic establishment will not cede the somewhat symbolic position ofDNC chair to a progressive favorite is a clear illustration of their
reluctance to change tactics. The Democratic establishment wants to move policy further to the center, become more lax on the business and financial sectors, and
bend over backwards to maintain cash flow from their big money donors, all in an effort to appeal to non-existent moderates. Perez has already gone on record
saying he refuses to support Obamasban on corporate donations The emergence of more pro-oligarchical positions should not surprise anyone going forward.
The Democratic establishment cannot avoid blame for the election of President Trump. There are lessons to be learnedfrom the party’s failed 2016 campaign,
and it is clear that Democrats need to change direction. Unfortunately, Perez’s election signals that the establishment is choosing to stay the course and continue
to move toward the center. Instead, the Democratic party mustreevaluate their principles, re-organize themselves, and mobilize in order to successfully oppose
Trump and theRepublican agenda.
- Lukas Kret
Junior, Political Science major, Spanish minor
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
This letter is in response to an op-ed from the March 1,2017 issue ofthe Spectator.
Dear Spectator,
May I offer an opinion on an opinion? JosephRichter, in his March 1,2017 op-ed “Eating on Campus with aVisual Impairment” submitted not only a finely crafted
piece ofwriting, but makes a good point. As an Academic English instructor in the English Language and Culture Bridge, I see a lot of good and bad writing, and
Joseph’s most definitely falls into the former. I would like to take his premise one step further by suggestingit is not onlyvisually impaired students with an appetite
that suffer. From my work with internationalstudents and my experience as a Fulbright Scholar in a country in which I had only a rudimentary knowledge of
the language, I submit that international studentscould also benefit by some of Joseph’s suggestions about menu accommodation. For example, if students want
to order the something, but they don’t know what it is called, neither filling out an order slip nor asking for it by name are options. As I have learned fromclass
discussions and skits (and know from personal experience), “point and grunt” is the only way for many internationals students to try and get their desired item.
Sometimes it works; sometimes we just eat it anyway. Initially, I was shocked; unlike my experience in Belarus, these are students proficient enough to take
academic coursework in a second language. Even so, they frequently are left frustrated (and hungry) at lunchtime. Joseph offered some good solutions, and I’d
like to second them. Perhaps nothing can be done about the layout of Cherry Street Market, but many of his ideas, especially providing on-line menus, would
help to further SU’s goal of being more inclusive. Stomachs deserve social justice too.
Heidi A. Beck, MA
Instructor
English Language Learning Center
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• My roommate always speaks Dutch to me when he





• I would haveto say that you should take this opportunity
• to learn a new language, maybe Dutch? I don’t know,
just throwing that idea out there. When you do that you could





• I have afinal groupproject and all my teammates
• suck and have terrible ideas. How do I address
this issue?
Help. Me.
A Hello, A student!
9
Oh gosh, I am so sorry.. .1 havebeen in thatpredicament
before. I suggest that you make sure that you and the
rest of your group knows what the guidelines for the project
are. That way you can be a little shady and tell them that you
don’t think that the ideas fit within the scope of the assignment.
If that doesn’t work, then you can always incorporate their
ideas into a larger theme that makes more sense. This way they





• My roommate is in desperate needofa wingman,
• whatshould he do?
Let me know brah,
Askingfor afriend
A Hello “Asking for a friend,”• I suggest that your “roommate” find a mediocre
• looking friend and ask them to go out with them.
You cannot have them looking better than you, so
you better approve their outfit before you go out. When you’re
at the destination of the prowl (bar, library, etc.) point people
out that you are interested in and tell your friend to go up and
start talking to them. Once they have started talking with the
intended target, that is your time to swoop in and NICELY ask
the person how they are doing. After that, it is history.






CORRECTION: IN “HAWC OPENS
DIALOGUE ON SUICIDE AMONG COLLEGE
STUDENTS” FROM THE MARCH 1,2017
ISSUE OF THE SPECTATOR, WE WROTE
THAT CAPS EMERGENCY HOURS ARE
FROM 10 A.M. TO 3 A.M. THE HOURS
ARE 10 TO 11A.M. AND 3 TO 4 P.M. WE




THIS IS OUR LAST ISSUE OF THE QUARTER.
SEE YOU AGAIH AFTER THE BREAK!
